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YOUR SPECIAL DAY

SIMON & SALLY 
‘ When we look back at our photos, they aren’t mirror images of 
everyone else’s. They’re uniquely ours and that’s thanks to Ben!’

No wedding is ever the same. Your special day is a unique and 
beautiful celebration, and my desire is to capture everything as 
it unfolds. I aim for my images to illustrate the story of the day 
as it naturally occurs, ensuring all the precious moments and 
memories are there for you to treasure forever. 
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MY APPROACH

ADRIAN & SUSAN 
‘Quite simply, the best “telling the story of a wedding” pictures we 
have ever seen! Absolutely beautiful, so creative, so engaging, so 
viewable. And you can quote us on any of that!!’

My unobtrusive and discreet approach allows you to focus on 
enjoying the day, whilst I gently observe and wait for unique moments 
which will capture the emotion, detail and story of the day. 

But don’t worry, when it comes to more traditional posed 
group shots, I will conscientiously help direct and orchestrate 
as required, to ensure you get the images you desire. 

The result? Your photographs will provide you with a timeless 
record, artistically capturing the detail, joy and splendour of the 
day, just as it unfolded. These images will help you to relive the 
many special memories for years to come. 
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WEDDING COVERAGE: TAILORED TO YOU

NICK & BETH 

‘We were so pleased with all aspects of the experience from booking 
to aftercare. The pictures from our wedding are simply stunning 
and we couldn’t be happier. Thank you, thank you, thank you!’ 

I provide two packages of coverage. All packages require a 
deposit of £300.

PLATINUM 

Full day Coverage: 300 High Res and Web Res Images 
(In both Colour and Black & White) on USB stick & DVD 

• Online, password protected web gallery 
• Dual Copyright - (No reprint fees for purchased images!!)
• Complimentary Prints & USB Presentation Box
 
 £1600

DIAMOND

Full day Coverage: 550-600 High Res and Web Res Images
(In both Colour and Black & White) on USB stick & DVD

• Complimentary DVD Slide Show
• Dual Copyright - (No reprint fees for purchased images!!)
• Online, password protected web gallery
• Complimentary Prints & USB Presentation Box
 
 £1900

Monthly 0% Payment Option also available  

You can also choose to enhance your coverage with fine art 
books, prints or engagement shoots before or after the wedding.
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SHEYI & SIMON 

“Ben was extremely professional and made us feel comfortable 
at every moment. We were so happy with the results and would 
highly recommend him!”

Engagement shoots provide a great opportunity to help you 
become a bit more ‘camera confident’ before your wedding day. 
With my discreet and disarming approach, I will gently guide 
and help you to interact in front of the camera. 

Together, we will find the perfect location to host your shoot, 
providing the backdrop for a set of stunning images that reflect 
your personality, character and story. 

I like to keep the shoot relaxed and informal allowing us time 
to get to know each other, so you feel happy, confident and 
excited for your big day. 

ENGAGEMENT AND PORTRAIT  PHOTOSHOOTS
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ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

PRINTS 
Lab quality prints available to order from your online gallery

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
Recommended for weddings with more than 150 guests - £300

TRAVEL 
Within 50 miles of London - Inclusive
UK - £100
Europe - £250
Worldwide - £500
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FINE ART ALBUMS

8x8, contemporary leather, fine art album with art white paper 
& 20 spreads - £500

10x10, contemporary leather, fine art album with art white 
paper & 20 spreads - £600

12x12, contemporary leather, fine art album with art white 
paper & 20 spreads - £800

6X6, contemporary leather Parent Albums, a replica of your 
main album for family and friends - £150 
(Please note, can only be purchased in addition to one of the 
above albums)

ADD ONS:
Bamboo Presentation Box with engraved finish + £150
 
Duplicate albums are 25% cheaper than the first copy i.e.
12x12 album - £600

Premium Leather covers with engraving + £150
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CHRISTINE & BEN 

‘The great thing about Ben is that he completely understood 
the exact style of photographs we were looking for. We 
couldn’t be more pleased with the results!’

I promise to do everything I can to capture everything so 
brilliantly you won’t be able to wait to share the results.
I take a real pride in my work and am only happy when 
you are happy.

Ok, let’s face it, anyone can take pictures. I am inspired 
by people and their story and that spurs me on to take 
innovative pictures with real soul. I love life, I love people 
and I love capturing it on film…well digital to be precise.

WHAT  MAKES ME UNIQUE
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BOOKING

If I am available and you would like to book me for your wedding, 
that’s amazing!

I require a small deposit of £300 to secure your wedding date, with 
the remaining balance due up to 7 days before your wedding. 

Simply send me an email at info@bpwphotography.com or 
call me on 07730536164 and we can get the process started.

In association with Kenya Children’s Home, a percentage of every 
single booking goes towards a child in a developing African nation.

mailto:info%40bpwphotography.com?subject=
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In proud partnership with Kenya Children’s home
Help change the life of a child in poverty with every booking.

A percentage of every single booking goes towards the clothing, 
health, education, nutrition and well-being of one child in a 
developing African country for between 3 & 6 months.

SOCIAL   RESPONSIBILITY
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ABOUT  ME

Born and bred in London, the UK’s capital still has my heart! I’ve recently married my beautiful 
wife Charlotte, and so understand the importance of good wedding photos!

I’ve always been intrigued and captivated by the visual image,  whether still or video. 

I studied photography and media for 6 years at Kingston and also worked at the head office of 
the world’s best camera company, Nikon for over 6 years before making the move to pursuing my 
passion for photography full time. 

As well as photographing weddings all across the UK, my work has taken me overseas to several 
exotic destinations. 

Wherever you need us, my camera and I will be there!

I’ve been shortlisted for the Wedding Photography Awards and Breakthrough Wedding 
Photographer Of The Year and had the honour of being regularly featured in the leading 
wedding blogs and publications. 
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